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The Pastor Speaks …..
"Call to be born anew..."

“Remember you are dust and unto dust you shall
return!” and “(The reign of God is near at hand,)
repent and believe in the Gospel!” are the words
the priest or the minister pronounces on Ash
Wednesday as he places the ashes on our forehead. Though only
one of these formulae is used in the ceremony, it is good to meditate
on the message contained in these words from the Holy Scriptures
initiating us into the Holy Season of Lent. Both the exhortations are
invitations to listen, ponder, pray and respond to God who is offering
us this season of grace, the Lenten season!

1. Biblical image of Human existence: in Gen 17/27 we have
these words of Abraham, the father of faith, “I am but dust and
ashes…” Abraham is saying that he is nothing before God.
Though he said these words in a particular context, the words
‘dust and ashes,’ point to Abraham’s acceptance of his
nothingness before God: “Lord, you are everything and I am
nothing.” In the same book of Genesis, we know that God
addressing Adam after the “fall” said, “You are dust and unto
dust you shall return.” As part of the pronouncement of the
consequence of sin of disobedience, God reminded Adam of his
origin from dust (mud) and that his end also will be a return to
dust, the end is the return to the same state of origin. Both, dust
and ashes are devoid of life. But, they in a different form and
condition are part and parcel of the constituents in the living body
of a person. Now, when we are told on Ash Wednesday, “you are
dust and unto dust you shall return,” we are reminded of the
temporary nature of our existence between two points, birth and
death. Both, birth and death are not in our hands. Therefore, we
should not live as if our life here in this bodily existence is of
utmost importance or the only concern. We are created in the
image and likeness of God and our relationship with God who
created us is of greater or of ultimate importance. Accepting the
transitory nature of our bodily existence is an acceptance of the
fundamental truth of our life. Therefore, our daily concern will not
be limited mainly related to the bodily existence, its various needs,
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inclinations, desires and tendencies. For, we are “a body with an
eternal soul!” This helps us to consider living our life with some
kind of indifference to what pertains to the body as it is “only dust
and ashes!” This is not to deny our bodily state of being or a
negative attitude towards the bodily needs but an affirmation of
the fact that we are more than being just a body.

2. By virtue of Baptism, “we the baptized are graced human
beings:” Our Lord Jesus said, “Very truly, I tell you, no one can
enter the Kingdom of God without being born of water and Spirit”
(Jn 3:5). Every baptized person is the one who is born again. We
have our human birth through our biological parents; this is our
first birth in common with other human beings as well. In and
through Christ, the Risen one, human beings are born anew when
they are baptized. This twin-birth is the characteristic of the
baptized. Saint Peter tells the newly baptized believers, “You have
been born anew, not of perishable but imperishable seed, through
the living and enduring word of God… and that word is the good
news that was announced to you” ( 1Pet 1: 23). Life before being
born in the baptismal waters is of the first birth and life that
commences with baptism is the life of second birth, new life. It is
in this sense that the baptized are “graced human beings.” St.
John in his letters goes to the extent of saying  that those born of
water and Spirit are born of God. Those who are born of God will
have no sin them: “no one born of God commits sin; for God’s
nature abides in him, and  cannot sin because he is born of God”
(1 Jn 4: 9-10). He also says, “Whatever is born of God overcomes
the world; and this is the victory that overcomes the world, our
faith” 1 Jn 5:4). Lenten season culminating in the Pascal Triduum
and Easter, is the time to ponder on our identity as sons and
daughters of God, children of God. We are renewed in our life
through penance, repentance for our sins, forgiveness of our sins,
and by a conscious renewal of our Baptismal vows at Easter. It is
a renewal that is also a restoration of the dignity of a Child of
God which is lost or destroyed by sins that we committed.

3. God keeps giving opportunities: Since the time of our baptism
or since the last time that we were renewed as graced human
beings, be it a year or two or more, there might be chances of
failure in living as people who are born anew. As in the case of
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the People of Israel, the chosen people, with whom God made a
covenant, God wants us to remain as His people of the New
Covenant: ‘You are my people and I am your God’. To remain
faithful to the covenantal relationship we have to be faithful to the
commandments of God. God who is ever faithful in His love,
mercy and compassion towards His people, wants that His people
also remain ever faithful. Therefore, God keeps following His
people and keeps on reminding them of the state of their life in
order to get rid of all those thoughts, actions, relationships, ways
of life, etc that go against His commandments and teachings.
For the Christian faithful, the covenantal relationship is sealed in
the blood of the Lamb of God, Jesus Christ, poured out for our
salvation. The commandments that have to be faithfully followed
are the two love commandments: Love God and love your
neighbor as yourself.  As mentioned above, in that covenantal
relationship we are people who are given new birth as children
of God: “you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,
God’s own people… Once you were not a People but now you
are God’s people…” (1Pet 2:9-10).  This is the reason God gives
time and again this call to repentance and renewal. God is never
lost to man! God also wants that no man should be lost forever!
There is no rejoicing in the death of a sinner. On the contrary,
“there will be more over joy in heaven over one sinner who repents
than the ninety nine righteous persons who need no repentance”
(Lk 15: 7). On Ash Wednesday, while placing ashes on our
foreheads, we are invited to “repent and believe in the Good
News.” It is a fresh invitation and it is also a reminder about the
need to listen to the God News of Salvation again. In this holy
season of Grace, our God of mercy and compassion, and ever
faithful in his love for us, invites us to listen to Him, to repent for
our failure to obey his commandments, and remain sinless. God
wants to restore what we have lost or what is destroyed in us.
After all, he is ever faithful in His love for us.

4. Our response in the form of sincere repentance and
conversion: What the Lord said about the joy in heaven over a
repentant sinner is about you and about me. Like the prodigal
father in the parable of the prodigal son, God wants us to return
home as his sons and daughters. Whatever has been alienating
and separating us from God and from our neighbor should be
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known and should be acknowledged, and should be given up or
get rid off. This is the meaning of the exhortation on Ash
Wednesday, “repent and believe in the Gospel.” True to our birth
as sons and daughters on the day of Baptism, we like the prodigal
son should desire and decide to return to the “Father’s Home!” It
is the Word of God, the Good News of Our Lord Jesus;  reveal to
us the truth of our life at this point of time and what is happening
to our life, and where we stand at the moment. Believing the
Good News, the Gospel, means to accept God’s Word and obey!
True believing is listening and obeying. In this sense, believing
leads us to righteousness! The Holy season of Lent provides to
all of us ample opportunities to listen the Word of God which is
like the double edged sword that will bring out of the hidden
crevices of our hearts all the good and the bad that is there. One
important thing to take care is that in the midst of all the spiritual
activities and practices that we do not ignore what the “specially
selected Scripture readings” of the Lenten Season keep telling
us. Listening in faith and responding in a personal and tangible
way and applying to our concrete lives will bring about the desired
fruits of repentance and conversion. We have to get out of the
situation of getting used to a way of going about, remaining the
same old self in our attitudes, values, behaviours, relationships
with people, etc. We will do a favour to ourselves only if and to
the extent we allow God to enter into our lives through his Word.
(Ez. 37:12-14).

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam

LET  US  PRAY
Prayer intention for evangelization

Catholics in China, we pray that the Church in China may
persevere in its faithfulness to the Gospel and grow in unity.
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ENGAGEMENTS
MARCH  2020
2nd Blessing of St. Ann’s Formation House, Law Son’s Bay, Mass at

10:00 a.m.
3rd- 6th TCBC Meeting, Hyderabad
7th  Gnanodaya RCM English Medium School day,  Kondadaba, at 5:00

p.m.
8th Mass and Confirmations at Mandapeta parish, Mass at 9:30 a.m.
17th Governing Body Meeting at St. John’s Bangalore
19th Feast Day Mass, Bobbili Parish, Mass at 10:00 a.m.

Feast Day Mass, S.Kota Parish, Mass at 6:00 p.m.
22nd St. Joseph’s Parish, Waltair R.S. Mass at 4:30 p.m.
25th Village Chapel Blessing, Jeelika Valasa, Salur-I Parish, Mass at

10:30 a.m.
26th Village Chapel Blessing, Jummu Valasa, Salur-I Parish, Mass at

10:30 a.m.
28th CBCI-CARD Meeting, Delhi
29th Mass & Confirmations at Payakaraopeta Parish, Mass at 10:00 a.m.

APRIL  2020
1st  Blessing of Renovated Church at Pulikalavalasa, Salur-II, Mass at

11:30 a.m.
6th Recollection Day for Clergy at Pastoral Centre, at 9:30 a.m.-1:00

p.m. Chrism Mass, St.Peter’s Cathedral, Gnanapuram, at 5:45 p.m.
12th Jaya Jesu Devalayam feast, Draksharam Parish, Mass at 5:30p.m.
15th Solomon Profession, Adoration Monastry, Mass at 10:30a.m.
20th Priestly Ordination of Bro. Vijay Kumar, Redemptorist
22nd Priestly Ordination of the Brothers of our Archdiocese
23rd Village Chapel Blessing, Narlavalasa, Salur-II, Mass at 10:00 a.m.
25th  Inauguration of Monastry at Nalgonda, Mass at 10:30 a.m.
26th – 1st CBCI- Standing Committee & CCBI Exec. Committee.

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam
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COMMUNICATIONS

1. Recollection day for the clergy in the month of March will be at
the deanery level. The respective deans are requested to make
the necessary arrangements for the recollection. All the priests
in the deanery are expected to attend the recollection and the
deans should try to arrange on a day convenient to the priests
in the deanery.

2. All our school going children and the college youth are in the
days of preparation for the annual exams. Let us accompany
them with our prayers. For those who are doing the 10th class,
and Intermediate it is a crucial stage and therefore, they need
special attention at home and in the institutions. Let us offer
our prayers for all our children and youth that they might enjoy
good health and perform well in the exams.

3. The holy season of Lent has begun. I am sure plans are made
in the parishes for helping the faithful to have a fruitful and
renewing time of Lent. Pastors will do well to be available for
the faithful for their spiritual needs, especially for the Sacrament
of Reconciliation and Holy Mass. Our faithful are very devout
and fervent in observing this season of grace. Let us guide and
accompany them in order that they observe various practices
meaningfully and effectively. Reaching out to those in the
parishes that are not regular or fallen away should be one of
the initiatives the pastoral clergy and their collaborators in the
parish can take.

4. Please note that the Chrism Mass for this year will be on Monday
in the Holy Week, April  6th, in St. Peter's Cathedral, Gnanapuram,
at 5.45 p.m.

5. Major seminarians for ministry during summer: Parish priests
who want the help of the major seminarians in your parishes
during summer months of April-May should contact Fr. Joseph
Prabhakar well on time so that he can assign the seminarians
according to  the availability. You may have to  specify the dates
during which you want the services of the seminarians.

6. Annual Statistics: I am sure that the parish priests and heads of
the religious communities have taken the Annual Return forms
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and started to submit the same to the Secretary, Fr. Naresh.
We want to send to Rome through the Nunciature within the
stipulated time, that is, before the end of April, 2020. Last two
or three years we have been very late because the records are
not submitted on time or some did not submit at all. This is an
avoidable remark on our archdiocese. So, we expect the best
of your cooperation in this regard as one of the responsibilities
towards the Church.

7. Lenten campaign against Hunger Disease: it has been a good
tradition that contributions are given by our faithful to support
the activities of Caritas India for the poor and the needy. Our
archdiocese has been quite generous in this matter. So, for this
year also during the Lenten season encourage our people to
contribute generously. As you might already know, 50% of the
contributions will be given to Caritas India, Delhi and 50% will
be shared between the VDSSS and Archdiocese office to help
the poor. Hope that with the encouragement of the pastoral
clergy there will be sufficient amount of funds raised for this
worthy cause.

8. Rakshanagiri Mahostavam at Gnanapuram on 10th May, 2020:
As in the past two years the annual feast of Rakshanagiri is
celebrated this year as a Diocesan level celebration on Sunday,
10th May. Accordingly, the novena prayers are arranged and all
the parish communities within and outside the urban deanery
will be participating in the celebrations. We request all the parish
priests and heads of religious communities to extend their
cooperation to the Organizing committee and Fr. Ch. Raja
Kumar, the Director of Rakshangiri Shrine and Parish priest of
St. Peter's Cathedral, Gnanapuram. In spite of the
inconvenience of the summer temperatures, there has been a
good number of people participating in the celebrations even
from the distant parishes in the Archdiocese.  All the parish
priests in the Urban deanery are hereby directed not to have
Evening Masses on Sunday, 10th May, the Rakshanagiri Feast
day. Please mark this and announce in advance about this
cancellation of evening Mass on 10th May!

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam
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MESSAGE OF HIS HOLINESS
POPE FRANCIS
FOR LENT 2020

“We implore you on behalf of Christ,
be reconciled to God” (2 Cor 5:20)

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

This year the Lord grants us, once again, a favourable time to
prepare to celebrate with renewed hearts the great mystery of the
death and resurrection of Jesus, the cornerstone of our personal
and communal Christian life. We must continually return to this
mystery in mind and heart, for it will continue to grow within us in
the measure that we are open to its spiritual power and respond
with freedom and generosity.

1. The paschal mystery as the basis of conversion

Christian joy flows from listening to, and accepting, the Good News
of the death and resurrection of Jesus. This kerygma sums up the
mystery of a love “so real, so true, so concrete, that it invites us to
a relationship of openness and fruitful dialogue” (Christus Vivit,
117). Whoever believes this message rejects the lie that our life is
ours to do with as we will. Rather, life is born of the love of God our
Father, from his desire to grant us life in abundance (cf. Jn 10:10).
If we listen instead to the tempting voice of the “father of lies” (Jn
8:44), we risk sinking into the abyss of absurdity, and experiencing
hell here on earth, as all too many tragic events in the personal
and collective human experience sadly bear witness.

In this Lent of 2020, I would like to share with every Christian what
I wrote to young people in the Apostolic Exhortation Christus Vivit:
“Keep your eyes fixed on the outstretched arms of Christ crucified,
let yourself be saved over and over again. And when you go to
confess your sins, believe firmly in his mercy which frees you of
your guilt. Contemplate his blood poured out with such great love,
and let yourself be cleansed by it. In this way, you can be reborn
ever anew” (No. 123). Jesus’ Pasch is not a past event; rather,
through the power of the Holy Spirit it is ever present, enabling us
to see and touch with faith the flesh of Christ in those who suffer.
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2. The urgency of conversion

It is good to contemplate more deeply the paschal mystery through
which God’s mercy has been bestowed upon us. Indeed, the
experience of mercy is only possible in a “face to face” relationship
with the crucified and risen Lord “who loved me and gave himself
for me” (Gal 2:20), in a heartfelt dialogue between friends. That is
why prayer is so important in Lent. Even more than a duty, prayer
is an expression of our need to respond to God’s love which always
precedes and sustains us. Christians pray in the knowledge that,
although unworthy, we are still loved. Prayer can take any number
of different forms, but what truly matters in God’s eyes is that it
penetrates deep within us and chips away at our hardness of heart,
in order to convert us ever more fully to God and to his will.

In this favourable season, then, may we allow ourselves to be led
like Israel into the desert (cf. Hos 2:14), so that we can at last hear
our Spouse’s voice and allow it to resound ever more deeply within
us. The more fully we are engaged with his word, the more we will
experience the mercy he freely gives us. May we not let this time
of grace pass in vain, in the foolish illusion that we can control the
times and means of our conversion to him.

3. God’s passionate will to dialogue with his children

The fact that the Lord once again offers us a favourable time for
our conversion should never be taken for granted. This new
opportunity ought to awaken in us a sense of gratitude and stir us
from our sloth. Despite the sometimes tragic presence of evil in
our lives, and in the life of the Church and the world, this opportunity
to change our course expresses God’s unwavering will not to
interrupt his dialogue of salvation with us. In the crucified Jesus,
who knew no sin, yet for our sake was made to be sin (cf. 2 Cor
5:21), this saving will led the Father to burden his Son with the
weight of our sins, thus, in the expression of Pope Benedict XVI,
“turning of God against himself” (Deus Caritas Est, 12). For God
also loves his enemies (cf. Mt 5:43-48).

The dialogue that God wishes to establish with each of us through
the paschal mystery of his Son has nothing to do with empty chatter,
like that attributed to the ancient inhabitants of Athens, who “spent
their time in nothing except telling or hearing something new” (Acts
17:21). Such chatter, determined by an empty and superficial
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curiosity, characterizes worldliness in every age; in our own day, it
can also result in improper use of the media.

4.  A richness to be shared, not kept for oneself

Putting the paschal mystery at the centre of our lives means feeling
compassion towards the wounds of the crucified Christ present in
the many innocent victims of wars, in attacks on life, from that of
the unborn to that of the elderly, and various forms of violence.
They are likewise present in environmental disasters, the unequal
distribution of the earth’s goods, human trafficking in all its forms,
and the unbridled thirst for profit, which is a form of idolatry.

Today too, there is a need to appeal to men and women of good
will to share, by almsgiving, their goods with those most in need,
as a means of personally participating in the building of a better
world. Charitable giving makes us more human, whereas hoarding
risks making us less human, imprisoned by our own selfishness.
We can and must go even further, and consider the structural
aspects of our economic life. For this reason, in the midst of Lent
this year, from 26 to 28 March, I have convened a meeting in Assisi
with young economists, entrepreneurs and change-makers, with
the aim of shaping a more just and inclusive economy. As the
Church’s magisterium has often repeated, political life represents
an eminent form of charity (cf. Pius XI, Address to the Italian
Federation of Catholic University Students, 18 December 1927).
The same holds true for economic life, which can be approached
in the same evangelical spirit, the spirit of the Beatitudes.

I ask Mary Most Holy to pray that our Lenten celebration will open
our hearts to hear God’s call to be reconciled to himself, to fix our
gaze on the paschal mystery, and to be converted to an open and
sincere dialogue with him. In this way, we will become what Christ
asks his disciples to be: the salt of the earth and the light of the
world (cf. Mt 5:13-14).

Francis
Rome, at Saint John Lateran, 7 October 2019
Feast of Our Lady of the Rosary
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HOLY MASS, BLESSING AND IMPOSITION OF THE ASHES
HOMILY OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS

on Ash Wednesday
We begin the Lenten Season by receiving ashes: “You are dust,
and to dust you shall return (cf. Gen 3:19). The dust sprinkled on
our heads brings us back to earth; it reminds us that we are dust
and to dust we shall return. We are weak, frail and mortal. Centuries
and millennia pass and we come and go; before the immensity of
galaxies and space, we are nothing. We are dust in the universe.
Yet we are dust loved by God. It pleased the Lord to gather that
dust in his hands and to breathe into it the breath of life (cf. Gen
2:7). We are thus a dust that is precious, destined for eternal life.
We are the dust of the earth, upon which God has poured out his
heaven, the dust that contains his dreams. We are God’s hope,
his treasure and his glory.

Ashes are thus a reminder of the direction of our existence: a
passage from dust to life. We are dust, earth, clay, but if we allow
ourselves to be shaped by the hands of God, we become something
wondrous. More often than not, though, especially at times of
difficulty and loneliness, we only see our dust! But the Lord
encourages us: in his eyes, our littleness is of infinite value. So let
us take heart: we were born to be loved; we were born to be children
of God.

Dear brothers and sisters, may we keep this in mind as we begin
this Lenten season. For Lent is not a time for useless sermons,
but for recognizing that our lowly ashes are loved by God. It is a
time of grace, a time for letting God gaze upon us with love and in
this way change our lives. We were put in this world to go from
ashes to life. So let us not turn our hopes and God’s dream for us
into powder and ashes. Let us not grow resigned. You may ask:
“How can I trust? The world is falling to pieces, fear is growing,
there is so much malice all around us, society is becoming less
and less Christian…” Don’t you believe that God can transform
our dust into glory?

The ashes we receive on our foreheads should affect the thoughts
passing through our minds. They remind us that, as God’s children,
we cannot spend our lives chasing after dust. From there a question
can pass into our hearts: “What am I living for?” If it is for the
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fleeting realities of this world, I am going back to ashes and dust,
rejecting what God has done in my life. If I live only to earn money,
to have a good time, to gain a bit of prestige or a promotion in my
work, I am living for dust. If I am unhappy with life because I think
I do not get enough respect or receive what I think is my due, then
I am simply staring at dust.

That is not why we have been put in this world. We are worth so
much more. We live for so much more, for we are meant to make
God’s dream a reality and to love. Ashes are sprinkled on our heads
so that the fire of love can be kindled in our hearts. We are citizens
of heaven, and our love for God and neighbour is our passport to
heaven. Our earthly possessions will prove useless, dust that
scatters, but the love we share – in our families, at work, in the
Church and in the world – will save us, for it will endure forever.

The ashes we receive remind us of a second and opposite passage:
from life to dust. All around us, we see the dust of death. Lives
reduced to ashes. Rubble, destruction, war. The lives of
unwelcomed innocents, the lives of the excluded poor, the lives of
the abandoned elderly. We continue to destroy ourselves, to return
to ashes and dust. And how much dust there is in our relationships!
Look at our homes and families: our quarrels, our inability to resolve
conflicts, our unwillingness to apologize, to forgive, to start over,
while at the same time insisting on our own freedom and our rights!
All this dust that besmirches our love and mars our life. Even in the
Church, the house of God, we have let so much dust collect, the
dust of worldliness.

Let us look inside, into our hearts: how many times do we extinguish
the fire of God with the ashes of hypocrisy! Hypocrisy is the filth
that Jesus tells us in today’s Gospel that we have to remove. Indeed,
the Lord tells us not only to carry out works of charity, to pray and
to fast, but also to do these without pretense, duplicity and hypocrisy
(cf. Mt 6:2.5.16). Yet how often do we do things only to be
recognized, to look good, to satisfy our ego! How often do we
profess to be Christians, yet in our hearts readily yield to passions
that enslave us! How often do we preach one thing and practice
another! How many times do we make ourselves look good on the
outside while nursing grudges within! How much duplicity do we
have in our hearts... All this is dust that besmirches, ashes that
extinguish the fire of love.
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We need to be cleansed of all the dust that has sullied our hearts.
How? The urgent summons of Saint Paul in today’s second reading
can help us. Paul says: “Be reconciled to God!” He does not simply
ask; he begs: “We beg you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to
God” (2 Cor 5:20). We would have said: “Reconcile yourselves
with God!” But no, Paul uses passive form: Be reconciled! Holiness
is not achieved by our efforts, for it is grace! By ourselves, we
cannot remove the dust that sullies our hearts. Only Jesus, who
knows and loves our heart, can heal it. Lent is a time of healing.

What, then, are we to do? In journeying towards Easter, we can
make two passages: first, from dust to life, from our fragile humanity
to the humanity of Jesus, who heals us. We can halt in
contemplation before the crucified Lord and repeat: “Jesus, you
love me, transform me... Jesus, you love me, transform me...” And
once we have received his love, once we have wept at the thought
of that love, we can make the second passage, by determining
never to fall again from life into dust. We can receive God’s
forgiveness in the sacrament of Penance, because there the fire
of God’s love consumes the ashes of our sin. The embrace of the
Father in confession renews us from inside and purifies our heart.
May we allow ourselves to be reconciled, in order to live as beloved
children, as forgiven and healed sinners, as wayfarers with him at
our side.

Let us allow ourselves to be loved, so that we can give love in
return. Let us allow ourselves to stand up and walk towards Easter.
Then we will experience the joy of discovering how God raises us
up from our ashes.
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ARCHDIOCESE  NEWS

PASTORAL  CENTRE  NEWS

REPORT OF CATECHISTS TRAINING

Catechist’s ongoing training for all the catechists of East
Godavari Deanary was organized on 18th and 19th February 2020,
at St. Joan of Arc Church, Rajahmundry. Fr. M. Solomanraj (Telugu
Regional Pastoral Centre Director) was our resourceful person, who
taught a lot of things to the catechists. Mainly about the importance
of the catechesis as encouraged to do new evangelization by our
Holy Father Pope Francis. Sincerely thank and congratulate Fr.
Showrybabu (Dean) and all the deanary priests for all their
cooperation and encouragement. 65 catechists participated, and
the showed much interest to learn and pray. There were talks and
power point presentations with lot of information. There was also a
question hour session to clarify the issues and doubts on faith and
teachings of the church.

JYOTHIRMAI SCHOLARSHIP DISTRIBUTION

Scholarship distribution in our arch diocese will take place in
the month of March. Our Jyothirmai coordinator will call and inform
the parish priests with all the details of the distribution. Please send
children  below seventh class to the venue of your respective
deanary.

v on 7th Saturday, at Bobbili Parish, for vizianagaram Deanary

v on 8th Sunday, at Pastoral Centre,  for Vizag Urban Deanary,

v on 12th Thursday, at Peddaboddepalli Parish, for Vizag Rural
Deanary, and

v on 21st Saturday, at Kakinada-1 Parish, for East Godavari Deanary.

CATECHISM QUESTION PAPERS

Catechism question papers of this academic year for teachers,
catechists and others is published in our local telugu magazine
RAKSHANAGIRI edition, please do announce and encourage all
to write this exam for their spiritual growth and ask them to submit
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the answer sheets on or before 30th of April 2020 either by hand or
post to pastoral centre.

REGENTS RECOLLECTION

There will be recollection for all the regents of our dioceses on
6th March 2020 at R.V.Nagar, Santhi Sadhana Educational Complex.
May I kindly request all those parish priests and in-charges of the
regents make note of this and send regent brothers for the monthly
recollection.

MORAL SCIENCE AND CATECHISM BOOKS

Moral science and Catechism books for the next academic year
are available at our Pastoral Centre for both media. Please order
early for moral science books if you wish to have for your school.

VOCATION CAMP

There will be diocesan vocation camp on 27th evening to till 29th

afternoon, April 2020, at our Pastoral Centre Hall. Please encourage
the boys and girls who wrote 10th class annual exams, those doing
intermediate  and those who have the aptitude to serve the Lord
and His Church. The religious congregation those like to address
children can plan to meet them on 29th from 10 am.

Fr. Ch. Mariadas
Pastoral Centre

St John’s Regional Seminary,  Kondadaba
Organizes ‘ECHOES 2020’  a Catholic Youth

St John’s Regional Seminary, Kondadaba, 7-9 February
2020: The Youth Fest ‘Echoes
2020’ will go into the annals of
the Salesians of Vizag Region
as a successful mega event
organized by the Salesians in
Visakhapatnam,in collabora-
tion with the clergy of the
Archdiocese of Visakhapatnam
and Srikakulam Diocese. The
three-day Catholic Youth Fest
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was held from 7th to 9th February 2020 at the Shrine of Our Lady
of Sorrows, Kondadaba. The punch line of the Echoes “Arise! Young
Man” Lk 7:14 which went out as a clarion call to the length and
breadth of the two dioceses, did ring in resounding responses from
the young catholic men and women of the Archdiocese of
Visakhapatnam and Srikakulam. There were about 500 youth, both
boys and girls from rural and urban deaneries of Visakhapatnam
and Srikakulam dioceses. Accommodation was provided at St
John’s Regional Seminary, Kondadaba.

The Youth Fest on 7th
February evening began with
the official registration and a
cup of tea. At 06.30 p.m, Fr
Ch. Mariadas, the Youth
Director of the Archdiocese
of Visakhapatnam, set the
tone of festivity with the
celebration of the Holy
Eucharist. This was followed
by meals and Camp Fire. The highlight of the eve of the fest was
the Camp fire organized by Fr G. Carlo and Br P. V. Joseph; there
was a lot of fun and frolic punched with party games and recreational
songs.

Day two began with a Morning Prayer and Meditation conducted
by Fr. P. Ajay. During the
meditation he shared
reflections on the “Necessity
for Prayer in one’s life”. At
08.30 a.m. His Lordship Most
Rev. Rayarala Vijaya Kumar
D.D., Bishop of Srikakulam
was solemnly welcomed by
ECHOES 2020 organizing
team. At 9.00 a.m, His

Lordship celebrated the Inaugural Mass for the Catholic Youth Fest
2020, in which Fr Mallavarapu Rayanna sdb welcomed His Lordship
Most Rev Rayarala Vijay Kumar DD, the bishop of Srikakulam and
all the participants for the ECHOES 2020. In his homily, His Lordship
spoke on the “vital role of the youth in the life of the Catholic Church”.
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He encouraged all the
youngsters to be alive like that
of the Risen Christ. In the first
session of the day, Fr Arji
Prakash, spoke on “Faith
Formation and Catholic
Leadership” The second
session in the morning was
taken up by Sr Latha, a
Canosian sister, who enlightened the youth on counseling, stress,
emotions and friendships. The afternoon sessions were animated
by Fr Ashok sdb and Fr Raj Kumar, the Parish Priest of St Peter’s
Cathedral church. They spoke on the Faith and Impact of Social
Media in the Lives of Youth and The Expectations and role of the
Youth in the Parish – towards faith formation respectively. After a
tea break, a solemn adoration was conducted by Fr P. Jeevan Babu,
the Parish Priest of Kondabada Parish. His Grace Most Rev.
Archbishop Mallavarapu Prakash, D.D. was also present for the
adoration and shared his reflection on the theme encouraging the
youngsters to be awake, alive and alert all through their lives. After
the meals, a cultural programme was conducted where many
youngsters proved their talents creatively. The highlight of this day
was the Taize Adoration where many youngsters actively took part
and attended the Sacrament of Reconciliation. The prayerful
atmosphere indeed brought grace and blessing at that moment.

Third day was again packed with a busy schedule; the occasion of
Fr. M. Rayanna’s birthday added more joy to the festive mood. Fr

Thalla Wilson sdb animated
the Morning Prayer with
praise and worship. The
theme, ‘Social Awareness
and Response to the
Current Issues’ was
discussed by Fr. Jose D.
Maliekal sdb & Fr. John
Prakash, the Chancellor of

the archdiocese. After a coffee break, the youngsters were divided
into 6 groups namely: Don Bosco, Dominic Savio, St Peter, St
Anthony, St. Mother Teresa and St Joseph. The group discussions
were conducted by Fr. Ch Mariadas, the Youth Director along with
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Fr Carlo sdb, following which the reporting of the Action Plan had
drawn up from the discussions. Indeed the youngsters joined their
voices to stand with the Catholic Church. The concluding mass
was celebrated by Abp. Mallavarapu Prakash where he expressed
his joy towards the Salesians for organizing such a great event in
the diocese. Finally, Fr Mallavarapu Rayanna sdb, the Vizag
Salesian Regional coordinator, thanked Most Rev. Mallavarapu
Prakash, the archbishop of Visakhapatnam and Most Rev Rayarala
Vijay Kumar, the bishop of Srikakulam and all the donors of the
event for their generosity and timely support. Fr S. Balashowry sdb
thanked many people who joined hands with them and led the whole
programme forward smoothly.The participants said, “We
experienced a sense of togetherness, the ice- breakers did put us
out of shyness, father!”

During the three day Youth Fest, the youngsters have been meeting
and doing some activities with an Echo to praise and glorify God.
They have been thinking, planning, working, learning and growing
up together as members of a family. The distinctions among them
being leveled off, the strange settings turned familiar to the new-
comers. Keeping their woeful anxieties at bay, they moved on to
respond to life’s challenges with good cheer and courage. In this
natural process of transformation, one can perceive in the
youngsters a spirit of concern for the other growing, a sense of
adjustment and making room for others building up, and the familial
bonds strengthening, a paradigm shift from the cry of ‘oh!’ to wow’
ensuing. The faces of new students suddenly electrify with a sense
of wonder. A sense of oneness set in which made them say
impromptu, Wow, the joy of being together… superb! Can you beat
it! The joy of successful efforts rent the air. Finally the youngsters
left the place with an echo: “Wow! Superb! Indeed a great
experience.”
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Hearty Congratulations to

Rev. Fr. Sarisa Prathap
The Archdiocese expresses its happiness as our Rev. Fr. Sarisa
Prathap has been awarded ‘Doctorate in Philosophy’ in Education
from Andhra University.

The Archbishop, Clergy and Religious

A word of Gratitude :

I sincerely express my gratitude to the
Almighty God, My Parents & Dear
Ones, His Grace (late) Most Rev. Dr.
K Mariadas- permitted me for the
achieved certification, His Grace Most
Rev. Dr. M Prakash- blessed with Paternal support, My Guide
Professor Dr G Lachanna, the authorities in Andhra University and
all those one way or other connected with this success.

Rev. Fr. Dr. S. Prathap

Vatican Clears Another Indian
Martyr Devasagayam Pillai for Sainthood

In yet another celebration for India, Blessed Devasahayam Pillai –
an 18th Century Hindu convert
to Catholicism and the first
lay Indian martyr has been
approved for cannonization
by Pope Francis.

Pope Francis on Friday
authorized the Congregation
for the Causes of Saints to
promulgate 8 decrees

regarding 10 candidates, clearing two of them for sainthood. Among
them is Indian martyr, Blessed Lazarus, called Devasahayam, an
18th century high-caste Hindu married man who converted to
Catholicism. A decree acknowledged a miracle through his
intercession that cleared him for sainthood.
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Devasahayam was declared Blessed on December 2, 2012, in
Kottar, 300 years after his birth.

January 14th is the feast day of Blessed Devasahayam Pillai, the
first Indian lay martyr to be beatified. Popularly known as
Devasahayam Pillai (God’s help), he was born Nilakandan Pillai
(1712-1752) into a Hindu family in the then Kingdom of Travancore
(in the present district of Kanyakumari, in Tamil Nadu) southern
India.

Pillai, an upper-caste Hindu nair convert to Christianity, was a
member of the royal service and was close to King Marthanda
Varma, then-ruler of Travancore. He was very much loved by the
king and was a good man who was faithful to his duty. However,
after several bad harvests, he lost his goods. This devastated him
and who wondered: “Who will respect me now that I’m poor?”

Nilakandan shared his worries with a devout Catholic, a Dutch
official by the name of Benedictus Eustachio De Lannoy who
explained to him the meaning of suffering in the light of the Book of
Job. For Nilakandan, Job’s example and his trust in God was
decisive. Convinced of the truth of the Christian mysteries,
Nilakandan asked for Baptism which he received in 1745 from the
hands of Father Giovanni Battista Buttari, a Jesuit missionary, after
nine months of preparation. He took the name Devasahayam, the
Tamil translation of the biblical name Lazarus, which means “God
has helped.”

On the day of his Baptism, Devasahayam dedicated himself
solemnly to Christ: “No one [forced] me to come; I came by my own
free will. I know my heart: He is my God. I have decided to follow
Him and will do so my whole life.” His life was no longer the same;
Devasahayam dedicated himself to the proclamation of the Gospel
for four years.

However, the heads of his native religion did not look kindly on his
conversion to Christianity. He was threatened, beaten, mistreated,
imprisoned and tortured uninterruptedly for three years. Despite
his sufferings, Devasahayam remained firm in his faith. His wife,
Bhargavi Ammal too became Catholic and she took the name
Gnanapoo Ammal (Theresa). Their conversion antagonized upper-
caste Hindus and King commanded Pillai to reconvert to Hinduism
but he refused.
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Noticing that his example caused many to do the same, the king
ordered his arrest in 1749, charging him with treason and
espionage. He was imprisoned, tortured and finally banished to
the Aralvaimozhy forest, a remote border area of Travancore.
According to Church documents, en route to the forest, he was
beaten daily, pepper was rubbed in his wounds and nostrils and
he was exposed to the sun and given only stagnant water to drink.
He prayed to God weeping, and hit the rock with his elbow, which
gave forth water in a miraculous way he could drink. This rock
continues even today to give water and even now people visit this
fountain in large numbers. Today people drink this miraculous water
and receive God’s healing. This rock is called Muttidichanparai
meaning the rock from which water gushed forth.

A piece of stone fell down from the hill top by the time he was shot:

He was a Catholic for only seven years. In that short period, he
was in prison for three years under severe persecution for
witnessing his faith. Finally, he was shot dead in the Aralvaimozhy
forest on January 14, 1752. His corpse was thrown into the forest,
but was found by some Christians who buried him in front of the
altar of the church of Saint Francis Xavier, which would later
become the cathedral of the diocese of Kottar.

Very soon Devasahayam was venerated in the region. His
beatification was already desired in 1756, but it was only in 1993
that his cause was opened canonically in the diocese.

Soon a ceremony of beatification and declaration of martyrdom
was held in Nagercoil on 2 December 2012 in the Roman Catholic
diocese of Kottar, southern India, exactly 300 years after his birth!
Prior to this, on June 28, 2012, the then Pope Benedict XVI
authorized the Congregation for the Causes of Saints to promulgate
a decree regarding the martyrdom of Devasahayam Pillai and he
was referred to as “Venerable”.

Pillai’s tomb at St. Francis Xavier Cathedral in Nagercoil attracts
large numbers of devotees. His life teaches how to witness our
faith. While undergoing severe persecution, he never complained
or was deterred. The spirit of evangelism was strong in him.

jjjjjjj
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Pope Francis Apostolic Exhortation
The Amazon: New Paths for the Church and

for an Integral Ecology
1. The beloved Amazon region stands

before the world in all its splendour,
its drama and its mystery.

2. In this Exhortation, I wish to offer
my own response to this process
of dialogue and discernment.

3. I have preferred not to cite the
Final Document of the Synod in this Exhortation, because I
would encourage everyone to read it in full.

4. May God grant that the entire Church be enriched and
challenged by the work of the synodal assembly. May the
pastors, consecrated men and women and lay faithful of the
Amazon region strive to apply it.

5. I am addressing the present Exhortation to the whole world. I
am doing so to help awaken their affection and concern for
that land which is also “ours”.

6. Everything that the Church has to offer must become incarnate
in a distinctive way in each part of the world.

7. I dream of an Amazon region that fights for the rights of the poor,
the original peoples and the least of our brothers and sisters,
where their voices can be heard and their dignity advanced.

I dream of an Amazon region that can preserve its distinctive cultural
riches, where the beauty of our humanity shines forth in so many
varied ways.

I dream of an Amazon region that can jealously preserve its
overwhelming natural beauty and the superabundant life teeming
in its rivers and forests.

I dream of Christian communities capable of generous commitment,
incarnate in the Amazon region, and giving the Church new faces
with Amazonian features.

CHAPTER ONE
A SOCIAL DREAM
8. Our dream is that of an Amazon region that can integrate and

promote all its inhabitants, enabling them to enjoy “good living”.
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9. The colonizing interests that have continued to expand – legally
and illegally – the timber and mining industries (…) are
provoking a cry that rises up to heaven.

10. The cry of the Amazon region does not rise up from the depths
of the forests alone, but from the streets of its cities as well.

11. Let us at least listen to one of the voices that was heard: “We
are being affected by the timber merchants, ranchers and other
third parties (…) We are a region of stolen territories”.

12. I would add that many of these tragic situations were related to
a false “mystique of the Amazon” (…) the Amazon region has
been presented as an enormous empty space to be filled, a
source of raw resources to be developed.

13. The original peoples often witnessed helplessly the destruction
of the natural surroundings that enabled them (…) to preserve
a way of life in a culture which gave them identity and meaning.

14. The businesses, national or international, which harm the
Amazon and fail to respect the right of the original peoples to
the land and its boundaries (…) should be called for what they
are: injustice and crime.

15. It is not good for us to become inured to evil; it is not good when
our social consciousness is dulled before “an exploitation that is
leaving destruction and even death throughout our region (…)
jeopardizing the lives of millions of people and especially the
habitat of peasants and indigenous peoples”.

16. Nor has colonization ended; in many places, it has been
changed (…) while losing none of its contempt for the life of
the poor and the fragility of the environment.

17. We are reminded that it is possible to overcome the various
colonizing mentalities and to build networks of solidarity and
development.

18. It is encouraging to remember that (…) many missionaries came
to bring the Gospel, leaving their homes and leading an austere
and demanding life alongside those who were most defenseless.

19. Today the Church(…) is called to hear the plea of the Amazonian
peoples and “to exercise with transparency her prophetic
mission”.
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20. Efforts to build a just society require a capacity for fraternity, a
spirit of human fellowship (…) it is clear that the original peoples
of the Amazon region have a strong sense of community.

21. Given situations like these, we ought to appreciate and
accompany the efforts made by many of those groups to
preserve their values and way of life.

22. The Gospel proposes the divine charity welling up in the heart
of Christ and generating a pursuit of justice that is at once a
hymn of fraternity and of solidarity.

23. In the Encyclical Laudato Si’, I noted that “if everything is related,
then the health of the society’s institutions has consequences
for the environment”.

24. Where do the institutions of civil society in the Amazon region
stand? The Synod’s Instrumentum Laboris (…) speaks of “a
culture that poisons the state and its institutions, permeating
all social strata (…) We are talking about a true moral scourge.

25. Proposals were made at the Synod to insist that “special
attention be paid to the provenance of donations (…) as well
as to investments made by ecclesiastical institutions or
individual Christians”.

26. The Amazon region ought to be a place of social dialogue,
especially between the various original peoples (…) Their words,
their hopes and their fears should be the most authoritative voice
at any table of dialogue on the Amazon region.

27. Dialogue must not only favor the preferential option on behalf
of the poor, the marginalized and the excluded, but also respect
them as having a leading role to play.

CHAPTER TWO

A CULTURAL DREAM

28. The important thing is to promote the Amazon region, but this
does not imply colonizing it culturally but instead helping it to
bring out the best of itself.

29. The Amazon region is host to many peoples and nationalities,
and over 110 indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation (…)
They should not be viewed as “uncivilized” savages. They are
simply heirs to different cultures.
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30. Today, growing desertification once more drives many of them
into the outskirts and sidewalks of the cities, at times in dire
poverty.

31. Each of the peoples that has survived in the Amazon region
possesses its own cultural identity and unique richness in our
multicultural universe.

32. Those of us who observe this from without should avoid unfair
generalizations, simplistic arguments and conclusions drawn
only on the basis of our own mindsets and experiences.

33. I urge the young people of the Amazon region, especially the
indigenous peoples, to “take charge of your roots, because from
the roots comes the strength that will make you grow”.

34. It is important “to let older people tell their long stories” and for
young people to take the time to drink deeply from that source.

35. I am pleased to see that people who have lost contact with
their roots are trying to recover their damaged memory.

36. The ethnic groups that, in interaction with nature, developed a
cultural treasure marked by a strong sense of community,
readily notice our darker aspects, which we do not recognize
in the midst of our alleged progress.

37. Starting from our roots, let us sit around the common table, a
place of conversation and of shared hopes. In this way our
differences, which could seem like a banner or a wall, can
become a bridge.

38. In the Amazon region, even between the different original
peoples, it is possible to develop “intercultural relations where
diversity does not mean threat”.

39. ”Faced with a colonizing invasion of means of mass
communication”, there is a need to promote for the original
peoples “alternative forms of communication based on their
own languages and cultures”.

40. If the ancestral cultures of the original peoples arose and
developed in intimate contact with the natural environment, then
it will be hard for them to remain unaffected once that
environment is damaged.
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CHAPTER THREE

AN ECOLOGICAL DREAM
41. The Lord, who is the first to care for us, teaches us to care for

our brothers and sisters and the environment which he daily
gives us. This is the first ecology that that we need.

42. If the care of people and the care of ecosystems are inseparable,
this becomes especially important in places where "the forest
is not a resource to be exploited; it is a being, or various beings,
with which we have to relate".

43. In the Amazon region, water is queen; the rivers and streams
are like veins, and water determines every form of life.

44. The shimmering water of the great Amazon River collects and
enlivens all its surroundings.

45. While it is true that in these lands there are many "Amazon
regions", the principal axis is the great river, the offspring of many
rivers.

46. Popular poets, enamoured of its immense beauty, have tried
to express the feelings this river evokes and the life that it
bestows (…) Yet they also lament the dangers that menace it.

47. The inescapable truth is that, as things stand, this way of treating
the Amazon territory spells the end for so much life, for so much
beauty, even though people would like to keep thinking that
nothing is happening.

48. The equilibrium of our planet also depends on the health of the
Amazon (…) The interest of a few powerful industries should
not be considered more important than the good of the Amazon
region and of humanity as a whole.

49. The water that abounds in the Amazon region is an essential
good for human survival, yet the sources of pollution are
increasing.

50. Indeed, in addition to the economic interests of local business
persons and politicians, there also exist "huge global economic
interests". The answer is not to be found, then, in
"internationalizing" the Amazon region, but rather in a greater
sense of responsibility on the part of national governments.

51.To protect the Amazon region, it is good to combine ancestral
wisdom with contemporary technical knowledge, always
working for a sustainable management of the land while also
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preserving the lifestyle and value systems of those who live
there.

52. For us, "the cry of the Amazon region to the Creator is similar to
the cry of God's people in Egypt (cf. Ex 3:7). It is a cry of slavery
and abandonment pleading for freedom".

53. Frequently we let our consciences be deadened, since
"distractions constantly dull our realization of just how limited
and finite our world really is".

54. In addition, I would also observe that each distinct species has
a value in itself.

55. From the original peoples, we can learn to contemplate the
Amazon region and not simply analyze it, and thus appreciate
this precious mystery that transcends us. We can love it, not
simply use it, with the result that love can awaken a deep and
sincere interest.

56. Let us awaken our God-given aesthetic and contemplative sense
that so often we let languish (…) This interior conversion will
enable us to weep for the Amazon region and to join in its cry to
the Lord.

57. God our Father, who created each being in the universe with
infinite love, calls us to be his means for hearing the cry of the
Amazon region (…) we believers encounter in the Amazon
region a theological locus, a space where God himself reveals
himself and summons his sons and daughters.

58. The best ecology always has an educational dimension (…) A
sound and sustainable ecology, one capable of bringing about
change, will not develop unless people are changed, unless
they are encouraged to opt for another style of life, one less
greedy and more serene, more respectful and less anxious,
more fraternal.

59. "Our concern cannot be limited merely to the threat of extreme
weather events, but must also extend to the catastrophic
consequences of social unrest".

60. The Church, with her broad spiritual experience, her renewed
appreciation of the value of creation, her concern for justice
(…) also desires to contribute to the protection and growth of
the Amazon region.
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CHAPTER 4

AN ECCLESIAL DREAM
61. The Church is called to journey alongside the people of the

Amazon region (…) But for this incarnation of the Church and
the Gospel to be possible, the great missionary proclamation
must continue to resound.

62. As Christians, we cannot set aside the call to faith that we have
received from the Gospel. In our desire to struggle side by side
with everyone, we are not ashamed of Jesus Christ.

63. An authentic option for the poor and the abandoned (…) also
involves inviting them to a friendship with the Lord that can
elevate and dignify them. How sad it would be if they were to
receive from us a body of teachings or a moral code, but not
the great message of salvation.

64. They have a right to hear the Gospel, and above all that first
proclamation, the kerygma (…) That message, expressed in a
variety of ways, must constantly resound in the Amazon region.
Without that impassioned proclamation, every ecclesial structure
would become just another NGO.

65. Any project for growth in the Christian life needs to be centred
continually on this message (…) Indeed, the kerygma and
fraternal charity constitute the great synthesis of the whole
content of the Gospel, to be proclaimed unceasingly in the
Amazon region.

66. As she perseveres in the preaching of the kerygma, the Church
also needs to grow in the Amazon region. In doing so, she
constantly reshapes her identity through listening and dialogue
with the people, the realities and the history of the lands in which
she finds herself.

67. Saint John Paul II taught that in proposing the Gospel message,
"the Church does not intend to deny the autonomy of culture
(...) Addressing indigenous peoples of America, he reminded
them that "a faith that does not become culture is a faith not
fully accepted, not fully reflected upon, not faithfully lived".

68. Here I would reiterate what I stated about inculturation in the
Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, based on the
conviction that "grace supposes culture, and God's gift becomes
flesh in the culture of those who receive it".
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69. There is a risk that evangelizers who come to a particular area
may think that they must not only communicate the Gospel but
also the culture in which they grew up, failing to realize that it is
not essential "to impose a specific cultural form (…)". What is
needed is courageous openness to the novelty of the Spirit,
who is always able to create something new with the
inexhaustible riches of Jesus Christ.

70. For the Church to achieve a renewed inculturation of the Gospel
in the Amazon region, she needs to listen to its ancestral wisdom.

71. The aboriginal peoples give us the example of a joyful sobriety
and in this sense, "they have much to teach us". They know
how to be content with little; they enjoy God's little gifts without
accumulating great possessions; they do not destroy things
needlessly; they care for ecosystems (…) All these things should
be valued and taken up in the process of evangelization.

72. Those who live in cities need to appreciate this wisdom and to
allow themselves to be "re-educated" in the face of frenzied
consumerism and urban isolation. The Church herself can be a
means of assisting this cultural retrieval through a precious
synthesis with the preaching of the Gospel.

73. Certainly, we should esteem the indigenous mysticism that sees
the interconnection and interdependence of the whole of
creation (…) At the same time, though, we are called to turn
this relationship with God present in the cosmos into an
increasingly personal relationship with a "Thou" who sustains
our lives and wants to give them a meaning, a "Thou" who knows
us and loves us.

74. A relationship with Jesus Christ, true God and true man, liberator
and redeemer, is not inimical to the markedly cosmic worldview
that characterizes the indigenous peoples, since he is also the
Risen Lord who permeates all things.

75. Given the situation of poverty and neglect experienced by so
many inhabitants of the Amazon region, inculturation will
necessarily have a markedly social cast (…) It follows that a
suitable training of pastoral workers in the Church's social
doctrine is most important.

76. At the same time, the inculturation of the Gospel in the Amazon
region must better integrate the social and the spiritual, so that
the poor do not have to look outside the Church for a spirituality
that responds to their deepest yearnings.
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77. This will give rise to witnesses of holiness with an Amazonian
face, not imitations of models imported from other places (…)
Let us imagine a holiness with Amazonian features, called to
challenge the universal Church.

78. A process of inculturation involving not only individuals but also
peoples demands a respectful and understanding love for those
peoples (…) Let us not be quick to describe as superstition or
paganism certain religious practices that arise spontaneously
from the life of peoples.

79. It is possible to take up an indigenous symbol in some way,
without necessarily considering it as idolatry. A myth charged
with spiritual meaning can be used to advantage and not always
considered a pagan error. Some religious festivals have a
sacred meaning and are occasions for gathering and fraternity,
albeit in need of a gradual process of purification or maturation.

80. The greatest danger would be to prevent them from
encountering Christ by presenting him as an enemy of joy.

81. The inculturation of Christian spirituality in the cultures of the
original peoples can benefit in a particular way from the
sacraments, since they unite the divine and the cosmic, grace
and creation.

82. The Second Vatican Council called for this effort to inculturate
the liturgy among indigenous peoples; over fifty years have
passed and we still have far to go along these lines.

83. On Sunday, "Christian spirituality incorporates the value of
relaxation and festivity (…) Aboriginal peoples are familiar with
this gratuity and this healthy contemplative leisure. Our
celebrations should help them experience this in the Sunday
liturgy and encounter the light of God's word and the Eucharist,
which illumines our daily existence.

84. The sacraments reveal and communicate the God who is close
and who comes with mercy to heal and strengthen his children.
Consequently, they should be accessible, especially for the poor,
and must never be refused for financial reasons. Nor is there
room, in the presence of the poor and forgotten of the Amazon
region, for a discipline that excludes and turns people away,
for in that way they end up being discarded by a Church that
has become a toll-house.
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85. The pastoral presence of the Church in the Amazon region is
uneven, due in part to the vast expanse of the territory, its many
remote places, its broad cultural diversity, its grave social
problems, and the preference of some peoples to live in
isolation. We cannot remain unconcerned; a specific and
courageous response is required of the Church.

86. Efforts need to be made to configure ministry in such a way
that it is at the service of a more frequent celebration of the
Eucharist, even in the remotest and most isolated communities.
At Aparecida, all were asked to heed the lament of the many
Amazonian communities.

87. It is important to determine what is most specific to a priest,
what cannot be delegated. The answer lies in the sacrament of
Holy Orders, which configures him to Christ the priest. The first
conclusion, then, is that the exclusive character received in Holy
Orders qualifies the priest alone to preside at the Eucharist.
That is his particular, principal and non-delegable function.

88. The priest is a sign of that head and wellspring of grace above
all when he celebrates the Eucharist, the source and summit of
the entire Christian life. That is his great power, a power that
can only be received in the sacrament of Holy Orders.

89. In the specific circumstances of the Amazon region, particularly
in its forests and more remote places, a way must be found to
ensure this priestly ministry. The laity (…) needs the celebration
of the Eucharist because it "makes the Church" (...) If we are
truly convinced that this is the case, then every effort should be
made to ensure that the Amazonian peoples do not lack this
food of new life and the sacrament of forgiveness.

90. This urgent need leads me to urge all bishops, especially those
in Latin America (…) to be more generous in encouraging those
who display a missionary vocation to opt for the Amazon region.
At the same time, it is appropriate that the structure and content
of both initial and ongoing priestly formation be thoroughly
revised.

91. The Eucharist is also the great sacrament that signifies and
realizes the Church's unity (...) The one who presides at the
Eucharist must foster communion, which is not just any unity,
but one that welcomes the abundant variety of gifts and charisms
that the Spirit pours out upon the community.
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92. Priests are necessary, but this does not mean that permanent
deacons (of whom there should be many more in the Amazon
region), religious women and lay persons cannot regularly
assume important responsibilities for the growth of communities.

93. We need to promote an encounter with God's word and growth
in holiness through various kinds of lay service that call for a
process of education - biblical, doctrinal, spiritual and practical
- and a variety of programmes of ongoing formation.

94. A Church of Amazonian features requires the stable presence
of mature and lay leaders endowed with authority (…) The
challenges in the Amazon region demand of the Church a
special effort to be present at every level, and this can only be
possible through the vigorous, broad and active involvement of
the laity.

95. The consecrated life (…) has a special place in this diverse
and harmonious configuration of the Church in the Amazon
region. But it needs a new impetus to inculturation, one that
would combine creativity, missionary boldness, sensitivity and
the strength typical of community life.

96. Base communities, when able to combine the defence of social
rights with missionary proclamation and spirituality, have been
authentic experiences of synodality in the Church's journey of
evangelization in the Amazon region.

97.I encourage the growth of the collaborative efforts being made
through the Pan Amazonian Ecclesial Network and other
associations.

98. I would note that we cannot always plan projects with stable
communities in mind, because the Amazonian region sees a
great deal of internal mobility (…) Consequently, thought should
be given to itinerant missionary teams.

99. In the Amazon region, there are communities that have long
preserved and handed on the faith even though no priest has
come their way, even for decades. This could happen because
of the presence of strong and generous women (…) Some of
them, speaking at the Synod, moved us profoundly by their
testimony.

100.This summons us to broaden our vision, lest we restrict our
understanding of the Church to her functional structures. Such
a reductionism would lead us to believe that women would be
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granted a greater status and participation in the Church only if
they were admitted to Holy Orders. But that approach would in
fact narrow our vision; it would lead us to clericalize women.

101.Women make their contribution to the Church in a way that is
properly theirs, by making present the tender strength of Mary,
the Mother. As a result, we do not limit ourselves to a functional
approach, but enter instead into the inmost structure of the
Church. In this way, we will fundamentally realize why, without
women, the Church breaks down.

102.The present situation requires us to encourage the emergence
of other forms of service and charisms that are proper to women
and responsive to the specific needs of the peoples of the
Amazon region at this moment in history.

103.In a synodal Church, those women (…) should have access to
positions, including ecclesial services, that do not entail Holy
Orders and that can better signify the role that is theirs. Here it
should be noted that these services entail stability, public
recognition and a commission from the bishop.

104.Conflict is overcome at a higher level, where each group can
join the other in a new reality, while remaining faithful to itself.
Everything is resolved "on a higher plane and preserves what
is valid and useful on both sides".

105.In this historical moment, the Amazon region challenges us to
transcend limited perspectives and "pragmatic" solutions mired
in partial approaches, in order to seek paths of inculturation
that are broader and bolder.

106.In an Amazonian region characterized by many religions, we
believers need to find occasions to speak to one another and
to act together for the common good and the promotion of the
poor (…) If we believe that the Holy Spirit can work amid
differences, then we will try to let ourselves be enriched by that
insight.

107.At the same time that we believe firmly in Jesus as the sole
Redeemer of the world, we cultivate a deep devotion to his
Mother. Even though we know that this is not the case with all
Christian confessions, we feel it our duty to share with the
Amazon region the treasure of that warm, maternal love which
we ourselves have received.
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108.None of this needs to create enmity between us. In a true spirit
of dialogue, we grow in our ability to grasp the significance of
what others say and do (…) In this way, it becomes possible to
be frank and open about our beliefs, while continuing to discuss,
to seek points of contact, and above all, to work and struggle
together for the good of the Amazon region.

109.All of us, as Christians, are united by faith in God, the Father
who gives us life and loves us so greatly. We are united by faith
in Jesus Christ, the one Saviour (…) We are united by the
conviction that not everything ends with this life, but that we are
called to the heavenly banquet, where God will wipe away every
tear and take up all that we did for those who suffer.

110.All this unites us. How can we not struggle together? How can
we not pray and work together, side by side, to defend the poor
of the Amazon region, to show the sacred countenance of the
Lord, and to care for his work of creation?

CONCLUSION

MOTHER OF THE AMAZON REGION
111.The Mother whom Christ gave us is also the one Mother of all,

who reveals herself in the Amazon region in distinct ways. (…)
Faced with the marvel of the Amazon region, which we
discovered ever more fully during the preparation and
celebration of the Synod, I consider it best to conclude this
Exhortation by turning to her: Mother of life, in your maternal
womb Jesus took flesh, the Lord of all that exists.

Risen, he transfigured you by his light and made you the Queen
of all creation. For that reason, we ask you, Mary, to reign in the
beating heart of Amazonia.

Show yourself the Mother of all creatures, in the beauty of the
flowers, the rivers, the great river that courses through it and all
the life pulsing in its forests. Tenderly care for this explosion of
beauty.

Ask Jesus to pour out all his love on the men and women who
dwell there, that they may know how to appreciate and care for
it. Bring your Son to birth in their hearts, so that he can shine
forth in the Amazon region, in its peoples and in its cultures, by
the light of his word, by his consoling love, by his message of
fraternity and justice. And at every Eucharist, may all this awe
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and wonder be lifted up to the glory of the Father. Mother, look
upon the poor of the Amazon region, for their home is being
destroyed by petty interests. How much pain and misery, how
much neglect and abuse there is in this blessed land overflowing
with life!

Touch the hearts of the powerful, for, even though we sense
that the hour is late, you call us to save what is still alive.

Mother whose heart is pierced, who yourself suffer in your
mistreated sons and daughters, and in the wounds inflicted on
nature, reign in the Amazon, together with your Son.

Reign so that no one else can claim lordship over the handiwork
of God.

We trust in you, Mother of life. Do not abandon us in this dark
hour. Amen.

First Profession
Sisters of St. Joseph of Annecy

Visakhapatnam Province - 6th January 2020

6th January 2020 was a memorable day for
us as we made our first commitment to the
Lord and were accepted into the Family of
SSJA.

The ceremony took place in St. Joseph’s
Parish Church, Waltair at 11 a.m.  Rev. Fr.
Vincent CSSR, was the main celebrant at

the  Eucharistic celebration concelebrated by many priests.   The
church was packed with Sisters, parents, relatives and friends.
During his sermon Fr. Vincent inspired us on commitment to Divine
call and also  exhorted us saying “The more you go along with
God’s plan, the more wonderful things will happen in your life. Live
in conformity with the will of God.”

We thank Rev: Sr. Breda Gainey Superior General and the
Councilors for accepting us into the Congregation, Sr.Rose and
her councilors for their guidance and support and Sr, Deepa, Sr.
Jeenut Jose and Sr. Petronilla for accompanying us during the 2
years of our life in the Novitiate. We are ever grateful to Sr. Dominic,
and all the Sisters of Waltair community for their hard work to make
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this day a happy one. The liturgy was made meaningful and prayerful
through the concerted efforts for many generous souls especially
Sr. Bala Joicy and  the Sisters of Nursing Home community. We
thank them for their melodious singing.

The Church was adorned with flowers and garlands and looked
grand. Thanks to Sr. Mary Daniel, Sr. Nancy, all the sisters and the
Candidates for their wonderful work.

The day would not have been a festive one without a delicious
meal. Behind the preparation of this yummy meal, there were two
great souls, Sr. Mary Ann and Sr. Jyothi with their team. With hands
folded in gratitude we thank them for their generosity.

We offer our heartfelt thanks to all the Sisters who came in large
numbers from their communities, to our parents and near and dear
ones who came to join in our celebration.

Sr. Maunica and Sr. Teresa NayakSr. Maunica and Sr. Teresa NayakSr. Maunica and Sr. Teresa NayakSr. Maunica and Sr. Teresa NayakSr. Maunica and Sr. Teresa Nayak

The words of St. Paul, “Rejoice in the Lord always, I will say it again:
rejoice”  (Phi: 4-4) ring in the hearts of the nine sisters Sr. Soba
Bommali , Sr. Hema Bommali , Sr. Sujatha Mary , Sr. Jeyaseeli

Mary, Sr. Julie Nisha, Sr.
Swathi, Sr. Martha, Sr. Lilly
Rani, and Sr. Swarna
Xavier  on December 17th,
2019. It was a joy filled day
for these sisters, who waited
for this wonderful and memo-
rable day. The presence of
Sr. Breda, Superior General
and Sr. Vianney and the
newly missioned Provincial

Hearty Congratulations
FINAL PROFESSION

SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH OF ANNECY
Visakhapatnam - Province

17th December 2019
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Sr. Rose and her team brought joy and happiness to the celebra-
tion.

 The Church was beautifully decked with flowers and the altar was
decorated with the theme, “Baptized and sent”.

The celebration of the long awaited day began with the Holy
Eucharist. It was officiated by His Grace, Archbishop M. Prakash
and concelebrated by many priests. The Church was packed with
Sisters, relatives of the sisters, friends and well wishers.

Mass began at 10.30 a.m. while the entrance hymn is being sung,
the Sisters to be Professed accompanied by Sr. Breda, Sr. Vianney,
Sr. Rose, Sr. Mary John their Junior Mistress, Priests and the
Archbishop proceeded in procession to the Altar. The Traditional
lamp was lit, symbolising Christ the Light of the world.

The Archbishop M. Prakash preached an inspiring homily in
his simple and yet powerful language. He particularly advised the
newly professed to be faithful to the religious commitment and to
the mission entrusted to them.

The Vows was received by Rev. Sr. Breda, our Superior General.
During the Offertory, the Sisters offered symbolic offerings, gifts
and prayers to the Lord. After the Communion service Sr. Swathi
thanked the Assembly. The melodious singing led by Sr. Dominic
and the choir specially prepared for the event added meaning to
the Eucharistic celebration.

At the end of the Eucharistic celebration the Archbishop and all the
Priests joined the newly Professed Sisters for a photograph. Sr.
Breda and Sr. Vianney felicitated the newly professed and the
felicitation was concluded with cake cutting. Everyone took part in
the Agape thereafter.

We praise and thank God for this beautiful day.
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NeCrOlOgy
SR. ST. ROCH -1931 to 2020

Sr. St. Roch nee Mary Ursulamma aged 89 hails from Nagadasi
family Mandavalli village in Krishna District. She was born on 31st

January 1931 in a Hindu family to late Mr. N. Sundarsenam and
Mrs. Jeevamani Nagadasi. She is the eldest of the 5 children.
She was baptized on 27th August 1950. Being the eldest in the
family she learnt to take up the responsibilities of the family.

The story of her Vocation

She did her schooling in Mandavalli village her native place. She
did her T. T.C training in Vijayawada and taught for two years after
which she went to Madras for training to teach blind and deaf
children and worked for 3 years. She was a good singer. She has
won many shields from the government for her singing. During
these times she had a great desire to join the convent and great
zeal to work for the Mission. She wanted to join the 1st order
Carmelite but a Muslim teacher named Begum who was her
classmate during her training period directed her to the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Annecy, Visakhapatnam. She entered the Novitiate
on 2nd February 1955. She made her first profession on 17th April
1957. She made her Final Profession on 17th January 1967. She
was a zealous Missionary as well as a very good teacher. Sr. St.
Roch rendered her dedicated services to the following
Communities teaching in the schools: Waltair, Kakinada,
Parvathipuram, Fort, Araku, S. Kota, and Cathedral school
Visakhapatnam. She used to go for catechetical work in E.
Godavari district. She retired from the School on 12th June 1989.
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After her retirement she was very eager to take catechism for the workers
in Waltair also speak about Jesus to all the poor people who come for
the poor feeding. She was very sociable in nature; her cherished hobby
was to meet people and share her experiences of God to all the
passersby, who pass by the church portico. She used to share with
them prayers especially those who were burdened with the difficulties
of life. She was very kind and compassionate to the poor and the
marginalized. She had a special love for the poor and would gather
whatever she could to distribute to them.

In the year 2014, Sr. St. Roch was transferred from Waltair to St.
Joseph’s Home. She was spending the evening of her life happily. In
St. Joseph’s Home she used to visit and take catechism for the inmates
especially on Saturdays. Even at the age of 89 she would sing her
favorite hymns during Mass.

From 10th February onwards sister was not feeling too well and her
health condition was weakening. Early morning of Sunday 16th February
around 4.30 am quietly and serenely she went to the Lord. Jesus, for
whom she dedicated her life in the service of humanity, granted her
eternal rest on the day of his resurrection.

May the soul of Sr. St. Roch rest in peace.

Sisters of St. Joseph of Annecy
Visakhapatnam

Intensive Summer Vacation courses for Priests and Religious
(Procurators / Secretaries / Clerks / Vocation Promoters)
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Dear Rt. Rev. Bishops/ Provincials / Regional Delegates / Sisters /
Fathers / Brothers,

Greetings of peace and joy of Christ!

This is to inform you that TIDE organizes TWO batches of Summer
Vacation Intensive Computer Courses for PRIESTS and
RELIGIOUS at the Request by many Bishops and Provincials. We
humbly request you to avail these opportunities and send your
Priests and Sisters for this Program. We have designed this program
to expertize our priests and Religious in order to build up bettter
raport in the Media world to fight the world of ignorance and cause
literacy among priests and religious and to use very commonly this
media for evangelization and for the betterment of the Dioceses
and Congregations.

This place is very pleasant and cool for courses and relaxation.
You will really enjoy these computer courses. Expertizing the
candidates is our job. give us an opportunity to serve you.

Wish good wishes and blessings!

Yours Sincerely,
Albert Fernandes MSFS
(Computer Expert and Lecturer)
Mob : 9527543032

CATHOLIC BISHOPS’ CONFERENCE OF INDIA
XXXIV Plenary Assembly, St. John’s National Academy of

Health Sciences, Bengaluru, 13-19 February 2020
Final Statement
Dialogue :  The Path to Truth and Charity

INTRODUCTION

We, the 192 member Bishops of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference
of India, assembled for our XXXIV Plenary Assembly at St. John’s
National Academy of Health Sciences, Bengaluru from 13-
19February 2020.Prompted by our fidelity to Jesus Christ and
unflinching loyalty to our beloved motherland we reflected,
meditated and deliberated on the ever relevant theme, “Dialogue:
The Path to Truth and Charity.” We also sought to sincerely evaluate
the quality of our apostolic ministry and be renewed in the Spirit to
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be servant leaders of our people after the heart of Christ who came
“to serve and not to be served” (Mark 10, 48).

The Church, the community of faith in Jesus Christ, has integral
and all-inclusive dialogue at her heart. Indeed dialogue belongs to
the very essence of the Christian faith. All through her history the
Church has made earnest efforts to engage in dialogue at different
levels. As a community of human beings the Church lives in civil
society and body politic, continuously inspiring us to be loyal citizens
of India. The noteworthy contribution of the Church in the field of
education, health care and social transformation has been
consistently acknowledged by the people of India.

INDIA: UNITY IN DIVERSITY

The hallmark of Indian society is its pluralism. From ancient times,
India has been a mosaic of many religions, cultures and languages
with a strong Indian identity. What unites us is stronger and deeper
than what divides us. We are proud of our Constitution that
envisions a Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic which
resolved to secure for all its citizens Justice, Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity as enshrined in the Preamble. Justice is spelt out as
social, economic and political; Liberty is explained as liberty of
thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; and Equality is
understood as equality of status and opportunity. These
Constitutional values form the ethos of Indian identity that promotes
Fraternity which leads to the dignity of the individual and unity and
integrity of the nation. Every citizen must be ever vigilant against
any attempt to undermine the ennobling human vision of the
Constitution so that our beloved country ever remains united.

BIBLICAL FOUNDATIONS

Various streams of thoughts running through the biblical texts enrich
our understanding of the necessity of dialogue among peoples
and cultures. Dialogue with other religions is integral to the Biblical
Revelation. The different aspects of dialogue in the Bible are rooted
in our faith in God as Trinity: God as the Creator of all, the universal
presence of God’s Spirit, and Jesus as the Saviour of all mankind.

In the Gospels, Jesus’ encounters with people reveal that God is
the Father of all. The Kingdom of God that Jesus preached embodies
the love of God, irrespective of race, sex, colour, class, language
and creed. The Good News of Jesus calls upon humanity to
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establish a society of justice, equality, love, forgiveness and peace.
Dialogue begins and grows when we open ourselves to the Lord,
and by committing ourselves to his words and deeds, live the
mystery of his death and resurrection which paves the path to truth
and charity. For example, in the dialogue with the Samaritan
woman, Jesus unveils the true horizons of relating with God in
truth and spirit. He starts with the dialogue of life and moves to the
dialogue of action which is followed by the dialogue of sharing the
religious experience, and eventually the dialogue leads to the
witnessing of truth.

CHURCH TEACHINGS

The Church encourages believers to respect each other and one
another’s religious tradition, thus cooperating with one another to
promote peace and harmony and work for the common good of
all. Pope Francis has urged all people of good will to make every
effort to establish peace in society by “inviting all persons who
believe in God to unite and work together, so that it may serve as
a guide for future generations to advance a culture of mutual respect
in the awareness of the great divine grace that makes all human
beings brothers and sisters…called to express this human fraternity
by safeguarding creation and the entire universe, and supporting
all persons, especially the poorest and those most in need…”
(Document on Human Fraternity, 4th February 2019, Abu Dhabi).

Dialogue is rooted in the very vocation of the Church. Being open
to dialogue, calls for being absolutely consistent with one’s own
religious tradition. Believers enter into each other’s depth of life
through dialogue.

DIALOGUE WITH CULTURES AND RELIGIONS

Every community that lives in India possesses its own cultural
identity with its richness, which must be respected at any cost.
Attempts to homogenize and impose a mono-cultural pattern pose
serious threats to the cultural patrimony of our country. As our
Constitution envisions, there cannot be any meaningful dialogue
of culture without acknowledging the primacy of human person.
People of every culture and religion and those who profess no
religion must be esteemed with mutual respect which eventually
leads to human fraternity. No culture or religion shall dominate
over other cultures and religions. Subduing certain cultures by the
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dominant culture will destroy the peace and harmony existing in
the country. “The enemy of fraternity is an individualism which
translates into the desire to affirm oneself and one’s own group
above others. Religious behaviour, therefore, needs continually to
be purified from the recurrent temptation to judge others as enemies
and adversaries.” (Document on Human Fraternity, 4th February
2019, Abu Dhabi).

DIALOGUE WITH THE POOR, THE DALITS AND TRIBAL PEOPLE

Dialogue with the poor, the Dalits and Tribal people is an urgent
priority in the context of India. The Dalits and Tribal people are
continually denied their human rights socially. Every step taken in
favour of their liberation by eradicating poverty, exploitation,
discrimination, and every other form of sinful structures of society
is an effective means of dialogue. However, dialogue with the poor
shall not be limited only to the works of mercy. The term ‘the Church
of the poor’ reflects the constant self-understanding of Christians
that the poor stand in the place of Christ, and therefore charity and
justice must be an essential and central dimension of what it means
to be a follower of Christ.

In this context, we urge the State authorities to take adequate steps
to ensure justice to the Dalit Christians and the Tribal people.

DIALOGUE WITH NATURE

Dialogue with nature is another important aspect. The earth, our
common home, which was created to support life and give praise
to God, is crying out with pain because human activity is destroying
it. All who believe in God and all people of good will have an
obligation to protect the ecological equilibrium of the earth, intended
by the Creator. Therefore dialogue with nature includes serious
steps to mitigate climate change, clean the land and the seas, and
start treating all of creation with respect and concern.

DIALOGUE WITH THE UNBORN

Dialogue should not be limited to those who are born; rather the
right to life of the unborn must also be taken seriously into account.
We believe that the human being is to be respected and treated as
a person from the moment of conception, that each and every
human life has inherent dignity, and thus must be treated with the
respect due to a human person from womb to tomb.  The steps to
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legalise abortion even to the extent of six months must be
condemned as a gross injustice which undermines the right to life
of the unborn. We appeal to the State authorities that it immediately
withdraw the Bill in the Parliament.

DIALOGUE OF PEACE

Interreligious dialogue is one of the most pressing needs of our
times. There will be no peace among nations without peace among
religions. There will be no peace among religions without dialogue
among religions.We are alarmed by continuous persecution on a
global level endured by innocent people at the hands of
fundamentalist and terrorist groups.

Dialogue in India should aim at collaboration in areas such as peace-
building, protection of the environment, eradication of poverty and
ensuring the human dignity of all, especially of women and children.
Besides, it means that we condemn all wars, violence and terrorism
that create insurmountable blocks to dialogue. We pledge ourselves
to engage in a process of dialogue for a reconciled society.

A FERVENT APPEAL

We believe that patriotism is different from narrow and divisive
cultural nationalism, which is radically different from Constitutional
nationalism. No one has the right to question the patriotism of any
Indian citizen on subjective grounds. Authentic patriotism unites
us amidst divergences. Patriotism is defined as directing the
attention of the citizens to the good of the whole human family,
united by the different ties which bind together races, people and
nations. “All Christians must be aware of their sense of responsibility
and their service of the common good. They must recognize the
legitimacy of different opinions with regard to temporal solutions,
and respect citizens, who, even as a group, defend their points of
view by honest methods” (Church in the Modern World, no. 75).

False nationalistic ideologies that instigate contempt for cultures
other than the majoritarian dominant culture are capable of
perpetrating atrocities. It is necessary to clarify the essential
difference between patriotism and pseudo nationalism. Patriotism
builds up the nation while pseudo nationalism destroys the
integrity, unity and harmony of the nation. Nationalism,
particularly in its most radical and extreme forms, is thus the
antithesis of true patriotism.
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We appeal to the State authorities to ensure that pseudo
nationalism does not continue to give rise to new forms of
totalitarianism. Together with the framers of the Constitution, we,
the Catholic Bishops of India, affirm that religion shall not be a
criterion for determining Indian citizenship. The authorities should
come forward with sincere and effective means to erase the sense
of fear, anxiety and uncertainty spreading in the country, especially
among the religious minorities.

Needless to say that dissent should not be misconstrued as un-
patriotism. Democracy cannot be built on monologue. We call upon
the State authorities that it is right time to sit around the common
table, a place of conversation and of shared hopes. Against the
attempts at creating cultural isolation in our beloved country,
dialogue will make the elements that are seemingly a barrier or a
wall, a bridge of relationship. “Identity and dialogue are not enemies.
Our own cultural identity is strengthened and enriched as a result
of dialogue with those unlike ourselves. Nor is our authentic identity
preserved by an impoverished isolation.” (Pope Francis, Querida
Amazonia, n. 37).

CONCLUSION

Dialogue is indeed the path to truth and charity. Let us pray that
dialogue grows in every family, at all levels of the Church, among
the Christians, among religions and cultures, and among the nations
so that God’s Kingdom of reconciliation, justice, peace and love
may be established.

Though deeply concerned and anguished with what is happening
in our country, we are filled with hope inspired by faith and the
innate goodness of all our fellow citizens. We appreciate the majority
who uphold the secular values of our nation. We are determined to
continue to collaborate in the work of building our great nation,
Mother India.

May the Blessed Virgin Mary, who manifested the exemplary spirit
of dialogue through her maternal intercession, guide each one of
us on the path of truth and charity!

Yours Sincerely,

Fr. Jervis D’Souza
Deputy Secretary General, CBCI
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Offerings received during Pastoral Visit

S.No Name of the Parish\Institution\Laity          Amount

1 St. Peters Cathedral 5,000

2 De Paul, Steel Plant 5,000

3 St.Joan Of Arc Church,Rajahmundry 10,000

4 Infant Jesus Church, Pachipenta 10,000

5 De Paul Gobal School,Yerravaram 6,000

6 Lourdu Matha Church,Saligrampuram 10,000

7 Infant Jesus Church, Kothakota Parish 1,200

8 St. Peters Cathedral 5,000

9 St. Francis Xavier Church,Muralinagar 5,500

10 Nelliparthi, Salur-I 5,000

11 Provincial,Stella Maris 5,000

12 Pedamanapuram 3,000

13 Infant Jesus Church, Seethammadhra 10,000

14 MariaDalam,Yanam 2,000

15 Steel Plant School, Ukkunagaram 10,000

16 Lourdu Matha Church, Uttaravalli 10,000

17 Adari Ravi Kumar & Lavanya 10,000

18 Lingala Ashok & Parvathi 1,000

TOTAL 1,13,700

Amount Received on Birthday 26,500

Total Sum 1,40,200
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POPE FRANCIS

GENERAL AUDIENCE
Paul VI Audience Hall

Wednesday, 22 January 2020

 Dear Brothers and Sisters, Good Morning,

Today’s catechesis is in keeping with the
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity. This

year’s theme, hospitality, was prepared by the communities of Malta
and Gozo, starting with the first passage in the Acts of the Apostles
which tells of the hospitality shown by the people of Malta to Saint
Paul and his travelling companions who had been shipwrecked with
him. I referred to this event in the catechesis of two weeks ago.

Let us thus continue from the dramatic experience of that shipwreck.
The ship on which Paul was sailing was at the mercy of the
elements. They had been adrift at sea for 14 days, and since neither
the sun nor the stars were visible, the travellers felt disoriented and
lost. Below them the sea lashed violently against the boat and they
feared the vessel might break from the force of the waves. From
above, they were whipped by wind and rain. The force of the sea
and the storm was terrifying and indifferent to the fate of the
passengers: there were more than 260 people [on board].

But Paul who knew that it was not so, speaks. Faith tells him that
his life is in the hands of God who had resurrected Jesus from the
dead and who had called him, Paul, that he might carry the Gospel
to the ends of the earth. His faith also tells him that, according to
what Jesus had revealed, God is a loving Father. Therefore Paul
addresses his traveling companions and, inspired by faith, announces
that God would not allow one hair of their head to be lost.

This prophecy comes true when the vessel runs aground on the
coast of Malta and all the passengers reach land safely. And there
they experience something new. In contrast to the brute force of
the stormy sea, they witness the “unusual kindness” of the dwellers
of that island. These people, who are foreign to them, are attentive
to their needs. They light a fire so that they can warm up, they offer
them shelter from the rain and food. Even though they had not yet
received the Good News of Christ, they manifest God’s love with
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practical kind actions. Indeed spontaneous hospitality and thoughtful
gestures communicate something of God’s love. And the hospitality
of the Maltese islanders is rewarded by the miracles of healing that
God works through Paul on the island. Thus, just as the people of
Malta were a sign of God’s Providence for the Apostle, so was he a
witness to the merciful love of God for them.

My dearest ones, hospitality is important. And it is also an important
ecumenical virtue. First of all it means recognizing that other
Christians are truly our brothers and sisters in Christ. We are
brothers and sisters. Some might say: “But he is Protestant, he is
Orthodox ...”. Yes, but we are all brothers and sisters in Christ. It is
not a one way act of generosity because when we welcome other
Christians, we welcome them as a gift that is given to us. Like the
Maltese — these Maltese were good — we are rewarded because
we receive what the Holy Spirit has sown in these brothers and
sisters and this also becomes a gift for us because the Holy Spirit
too sows his graces everywhere. Welcoming Christians from
another tradition means firstly showing God’s love to them because
they are children of God — our brothers and sisters — and moreover,
it means welcoming what God has done in their lives. Ecumenical
hospitality requires the willingness to listen to others, to pay attention
to their personal stories of faith and to the respective history of
their communities, communities of faith with another tradition that
is different from ours. Ecumenical hospitality involves the desire to
know the experience that other Christians have of God and waiting
to receive the spiritual gifts that follow from that. And this is a grace.
To discover this is a grace. I think of the past, of my land for example.
When evangelical missionaries arrived, a small group of Catholics
would burn their tents. Not this: it is not Christian. We are brothers
and sisters, we are all brothers and sisters and we have to show
hospitality to each other.

Today, the sea that shipwrecked Paul and his companions is once
again a place of danger to the lives of other passengers. All over
the world, men and women migrants face risky voyages to flee
from violence, to flee from war, to flee from poverty. Just like Paul
and his companions, they experience indifference, the hostility of
the desert, rivers, seas... They are often not allowed to disembark
at ports. But unfortunately, sometimes they are also met with far
worse hostility from mankind. They are exploited by criminal
traffickers: today! They are treated like numbers and like a threat
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by some government leaders: today! Sometimes the lack of
hospitality drives them back like a wave, to the poverty or the very
dangers they had fled.

As Christians we must work together to show migrants God’s love
revealed by Jesus Christ. We can and we must bear witness that
there are not just hostility and indifference but that every person is
precious to God and loved by him. The divisions that still exist
among us prevent us from fully being a sign of God’s love. Working
together to exercise ecumenical hospitality, in particular to those
whose lives are most vulnerable, will make us all Christians —
Protestants, Orthodox, Catholics, all Christians — better human
beings, better disciples and a more united Christian people. It will
bring us closer to unity which is God’s will for all of us.

Wednesday, 29 January 2020

Dear Brothers and Sisters, Good Morning,
Today we are beginning a series of catecheses on the Beatitudes
in Matthew’s Gospel (5:1-11). This passage, which starts the
“Sermon on the Mount”, illuminated the lives of believers and also
that of many non-believers. It is difficult not to be touched by these
words of Jesus, and the desire to understand them and welcome
them ever more fully is righteous. The Beatitudes provide the
“identity card” of Christians — this is our identity card — because
they outline the face of Jesus himself, his style of living.

Let us now frame Jesus’ words within a wider context. Over the
next catecheses we will comment on each individual Beatitude,
one by one.

First of all, how the proclamation of this message occurred, is
important: seeing the multitude that followed him, Jesus scaled
the gentle slope overlooking the Sea of Galilee, sat down and, turning
to the disciples, announced the Beatitudes. His message was thus
addressed to his disciples. However, the multitude, that is, all of
humanity, was on the horizon. It is a message for all of humanity.

Moreover, the “mount” recalls Sinai, where God gave Moses the
Commandments. Jesus begins to teach a new law: to be poor, to
be meek, to be merciful.... These “new commandments” are much
more than a set of rules. Indeed, Jesus does not impose anything
but reveals the way of happiness — his way — by repeating the
word “blessed” eight times.
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Each Beatitude is composed of three parts. Firstly, there is always
the word “blessed”. Then there is the situation in which the blesseds
find themselves: poverty of spirit, affliction, hunger and thirst for
justice, and so on. Lastly, there is the reason for the beatitude,
introduced by the conjunction “because”: “Blessed are they
because, blessed are those because...”. The eight Beatitudes are
like this and it would be good to learn them off by heart so as to
repeat them, to have this law that Jesus gave us, precisely in our
minds and hearts.

Let us pay attention to this fact: the reason behind the Beatitudes
is not a current situation, but rather the new condition that the
blessed receive as a gift from God: because “theirs is the Kingdom
of heaven”, because “they shall be comforted”, because “they shall
inherit the earth” and so on.

In the third element which is the reason for happiness, Jesus often
uses the future passive voice: “they shall be comforted”, “they shall
be satisfied”, “they shall be forgiven”, “they shall be called children
of God”.

But what does the word “blessed” mean? Because each of the
eight Beatitudes begins with the word “blessed”. The original term
does not mean one with a full belly or one who is doing well, but
rather it is a person who is in a condition of grace, who progresses
in God’s grace and progresses on God’s path: patience, poverty,
service to others, comfort.... Those who advance in these things
are happy and shall be blessed.

In order to give himself to us, God often chooses unthinkable paths,
perhaps the path of our limitations, of our tears, of our defeats. It is
the paschal joy of which our Oriental brothers and sisters speak,
the one that has the stigmata but is alive, has been through death
and has experienced the Power of God. The Beatitudes always
bring you to joy. They are the paths to reach joy. It will do us good
to take Matthew’s Gospel today, chapter 5, verses 1-11, and to
read the Beatitudes — perhaps a few more times throughout the
week — in order to understand this very beautiful path, so sure of
the happiness the Lord offers us.

EEEEEEE
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Fr. Sudhakar Sivvam 5 Birthday

Fr. Paramjyothi Duppalapudi 7 Birthday

Fr. Vijaya Bhaskar Sivvam 11 Birthday

Fr. Mariadas Chintada

12 Ordination Day
Fr. Varaprasad Degala

Fr. Joy Thomas Mamalasery 15 Ordination Day

Fr. Jojibabu Karanam

Fr. Joseph Kochuchira

Fr. Joseph Anithottam

Fr. Joy Thomas Mamalasery

Fr. Varaprasad Degala 19 Feast Day

Fr. Prathap Sarisa

Fr. Joseph Prabhakar Pathivada

Fr. Joseph Bandanadam

Fr. Joseph Kochuchira

Fr. Lukose Kallakkat 21

Fr. Vijaya Prasad Vuddavolu 22 Ordination day

Fr. Peter Sebastian Palakunnel 23

Fr. Francis Pasupuleti 27 Ordination Day

Fr. Antony Puthussery 30 Birthday

Fr. Maripi Pratap 31 Ordination Day

The Days To Remember

Hearty Congratulations
&

Many Happy Returns of the Day

To you, Dear Fathers
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“Eternal Rest grant to them, O, Lord;
Let perpetual light shine upon them.

02-03-1976 Fr. Raymond Saldhana, died at Vizag
02-03-1990 Fr. Camile Curzillat, 82 years, died at Lyons, France
03-03-1930 Fr. John Patrick Cowman, 42 years, died at Vizag
03-03-1937 Fr. Joseph Nilapana, 34 years, died at Salur
06-03-1900 Bro. Michael Allard, 23 years, died at Yanam
07-03-2004 Fr. Chacko Mulanjananickal, 66 years, died at Kuiiinji, Kerala
11-03-1924 Bro. Nicholas Page, 77 years, died at Vizag
11-3-2013 Bro. Joseph Thekkumthottam msfs, 82 years, died at Vizag
12-03-1907 Bishop Etienne Bonaventure (Bishop of Nagpur 1904-1907),

55 years, died at Chavanod, France
13-03-1980 Bishop Joseph Baud (Bishop of Vizag 1947-1966),

90 years, died at Vizag
14-03-1932 Bro. Alexis Voisin, 72 years, died at Nagpur
15-03-1909 Bro. James Gatti, 61 years, died at Nagpur
16-03-1964 Fr. Joseph Monnard, 65 years, died at Proupeine, Annecy
16-03-1998 Fr. John Kurandiarkunnel, 70years, died at Adoor
18-03-1902 Fr. Jean Prunier, 26 years, died at Surada, Orissa
18-03-2003 Archbishop Eugene D'Souza, 86 years, died at Bhopal
19-03-1949 Fr. Joseph Felix Bouchet, 71 years, died at Bhimili
22-03-1906 Bro. Clement Cottet, 18years, diedatVizag
22-03-1910 Fr. Pierre Joseph Dunoyer, 66 years, died at Amaravathi
22-03-1947 Bishop Peter Rossillon (Bishop of Vizag 1926-1947),

72 years, died at Vizag
24-03-1954 Fr. Maurice Chamonin, 48 years, died at Gnanapuram
26-03-2004 Fr. Mathew Pazhedam, 89 years, died at Visakhapatnam
28-03-1880 Fr. Jean Marie Debrones, 64 years, died at Viziangaram
28-03-2004 Fr. Mathew Kudakassery (Jr.), 76 years, died at Visakhapatnam
30-03-1886 Fr. Joseph Buttay, 55 years, died at Raipur
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